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Introduction

• There are empirical shortcomings of language model surprisal as expectation-based predictors of comprehension
difficulty, such as underprediction of garden-path effects [9]

• As such, there are recent efforts to identify memory-based effects from language model representations
• For example, a connection has been made between Transformer self-attention weights and cue-based retrieval [7],

but their entropy was not predictive over surprisal [8]
• Self-attention weights proper do not accurately reflect the importance of each word in context [2, 4]

Entropy- and Distance-Based Predictors

This work defines entropy- and
distance-based predictors of
comprehension difficulty under different
formulations of attention patterns:

Figure 1: Attention weights over each previous word at the word ‘journey’ (top row),
attention weights over each previous word at the word ‘to’ (bottom row).

1 Normalized attention entropy (NAE): Entropy of normalized weights over w1..i−1 divided by maximum entropy
2 ∆Normalized attention entropy (∆NAE): Absolute value of change in NAE across consecutive timesteps
3 Manhattan distance (MD): 1-norm of difference in attention weight vectors across consecutive timesteps
4 Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD): Minimum amount of ‘work’ necessary to transform attention weight vectors across

consecutive timesteps

Formulations of GPT-2 [6] Attention Patterns

• In Transformers, masked self-attention
calculates attention weights (diagram above)
based on similarity between vector
representations

• Transformers aggregate vector
representations of previous words (gray
boxes) based on attention weights

• Layer normalization and residual connection
stabilize numerical optimization

• Linear nature of computations allows the
aggregation of representations to be
deferred [4, 5]

• Vector norms are normalized to yield weights
(ATTN-N, ATTNRL-N) that are comparable to
self-attention weights (ATTN-W)

Evaluation on Human Reading Times

• Regression models fit to reading times of the Natural Stories Corpus [1] and the Dundee Corpus [3]
• Baseline predictors: low-level predictors, unigram surprisal, and GPT-2 surprisal
• Predictors of interest calculated from attention heads on topmost layer of GPT-2

Figure 2: Improvements in regression model log-likelihood from including each predictor on the exploratory partition.

Corpus Predictor Effect Size (p-value)

Natural
Stories

ATTN-N+NAE 6.87 ms (p < 0.001)

GPT2SURP 2.56 ms
ATTNRL-N+MD 6.59 ms (p < 0.001)

GPT2SURP 2.82 ms

Dundee ATTN-N+NAE N/A (n.s.)

GPT2SURP 4.22 ms
ATTNRL-N+MD 1.05 ms (p < 0.001)

GPT2SURP 3.81 ms

Table 1: Effect sizes per standard deviation on the held-out partition. Figure 3: Improvements in log-likelihood on the held-out partition.

Figure 4: Pearson correlation coefficients between predictors.

Conclusion

Results show robust effects of Trans-
former attention-based predictors in pre-
dicting reading times of broad-coverage
naturalistic data
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